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Andrew Cecon, Tal Gottfried and Daria Puttaert in The Secret
Annex.: Photo by Bruce Monk

Jennifer Lyon and Tal Gottfriend in The Secret Annex.: Photo by
Bruce Monk

arts & entertainment

THE SECRET ANNEX: a review

February, 2014 | Eric Plamondon
What if Anne Frank survived the
Nazi concentration camps? This
is the premise of Winnipeg
playwright’s Alix Sobler’s “The
Secret Annex”, playing for an
audience for a first time at the
MTC Warehouse from now until
March 8, 2014. This is a
challenging proposition, since the
character of Anne Frank is not a
fictional character but indeed a
well-established historical figure;
one that has gained worldwide
attention after her diary was
discovered following Frank’s
death in the holocaust. Instead of
being a liability for the play, Alix
Sobler utilises this fact as a way
to explore themes of survival and
how all of us make choices in
how we live our life.

Distant memories of “The Diary of
Anne Frank” allow the audience
to remember character traits of

the main characters or the play: Peter van Pels, Margot and Anne Frank. However, now we get to experience
them as adults and in a North-American setting, making this story less historical and more of an emotional
exercise that hits close to home. Anne still possess the youthful traits that made her diary (Kitty) so
approachable for people of all ages, all around the world. She is confident in who she is (both in her talents
and weaknesses) and firm in her objectives. In the play, the fictional adult Anne is challenged by the
expectations of adulthood and “settling” into the standard life. Where Margot and Peter will be happy to offer a
better life to their children, Anne is convinced their extraordinary circumstances must serve to better the world,
their world. Anne is determined to be a writer, and she becomes obsessed with the publication of her diary, her
memoire. It’s the survivor’s plea for what they have lived to have meaning, for it to not be forgotten, but more
importantly to have happened for a reason.

 

“The Secret Annex” has moments
of humour delivered by an evenly-
talented cast that are all properly
settled into their characters. The
audience, however, never forgets
that moments of love and
laughter on stage only exist as
moments of theatre, since reality
has stolen the potential for these
moments from the real people.
This also means that the darker
moments of the play are that
much more poignant. Similarly to
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fictional Anne’s struggle to write
stories where characters die,
have cancer, live heartaches, we,
as the audience, feel the weight
of the choices Sobler has taken
in giving holocaust survivors
moments typical to any adult
life. 

Fictional Anne refuses to “let go”
of the attic, the annex, and we
as audience members silently
don’t want her to, even though we
wish that Anne, like all survivors,
could find joy and magic in the
simple fact that we are alive. For
the fictional Anne, we wish what
the real Anne Frank once
prescribed: “Think of all the
beauty still left around you and
be happy.” 


